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To all whom it may concern: 
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Be it known that I, VIRGIN IA MARIE 
ELLIOTT, a citizen of the United States, and resident of Chicago, in the county of Cook 
and State of Illinois, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Kimonos, 
of which the following is a full, clear, and exact specification. 
This invention relates generally to im 

provements in kimonos heretofore consist 
ing of strips of textile fabric, cut on the bias 
for shaping purposes, and secured together 
by a number of seams, and as a result of which there is unavoidably a stretching 
sund Sagging of the easily stitched fabric 
throughout the angle of the bias producing 
an unevenness in the bottom edge of the skirt, a pull wrinkling the fabric along the 
Seam, and accordingly distorting the fabric, 
whereby the garment as a whole is not only 
disfigured in appearance, but impossible of 
being ironed in a uniformly smoothed con dition when laundried. 

25 My invention more specifically however, relates to improvements in kimonos when 
SO constructed from thin, soft, draping ma 

30 

terials, commonly used for negligées, and 
especially when made of crépe de chine, and 
similar materials ornamented with ribbon 
in the form of bows stitched together, and to 
the fabric, and in which the objections above 
enumerated due to bias cutting and the use 
of seams are accentuated by reason of the 
flimsy character of the material, and the 35 
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laundrying of which requires the ripping 
of the ribbon bows from the garment, and apart for separate laundrying, subsequent 
re-forming, and that they be re-located and 
againstitched to the garment. The prac 
tice, skill and time required for accurately 
cutting on the bias such thin and finsy ma 
terials, stitching them together in the form 
of seams, separately stitching each of the 
several bows of ribbons together, and to the 
garment, and for washing and ironing such 
a kimono as best may be, is obviously ob 
jectionable, and therefore makes apparent 
that any means by which it is possible and 
practical to successfully construct a kimono 
dispensing with these objectionable features, 
will be a substantial and material advance 
in the kimono art. . - ". . . 

The object of my invention broadly 
stated, is to provide a means by which a 
kimono may be successfully constructed 
from a single strip of any material, and 

Wearer. 

particularly from crépe de chine, and simi 
larly flimsy materials, in the absence of any 
bias cut, waste of material and seams, and 
by which the ribbons for stitchless decora 
tive bows are utilized for shaping and main taining the garment in shape upon the 
Weare. . . . 

More specifically stated, the object of m 
invention is to provide a means by which a 
kimono may be constructed from a folded 
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single strip of thin, soft fabric, with ribbon 
bows, the ribbon for which furnishes a prac 
tical substitute for seams heretofore em 
ployed for securing the back, front and 
other parts of the garment together, and for 

the garment to the bias cuts for shaping 
A further object of my invention is to 

provide a means by which a kimono may 
be successfully constructed from a single strip 
collar formed integral therewith. 
Another object of my invention is to pro 

vide a kimono which is seamless in its en 
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of material, and with a decorative 

80 tirety, and which may be decorated with un 
stitched bows of ribbon detachably con 
nected with the fabric of the kimono in such 
a manner that they may be conveniently and 
quickly removed therefrom, and with the 
material of the body of the kimono cleansed 
and ironed in an outstretched position, and 
therefore with perfect and uniform smooth 

SS, . 

A further object of my invention is to 
provide a means by which it is possible and 
practical to successfully, consecutively com 
plete the construction in a single strip of 
material of kimonos of the required length, . 
limited in numbers only to the length of the strip before severing the same, there from whereby the opposing split edges of 
two kimonos may be simultaneously hem 
stitched with one and the same stitch, and 
be picoted when severed from each other, and a corresponding saving of time and ma 
terial be effected for their construction. 
With these ends in view, my inventions 

finds embodiment in certain features of 
novelty in the construction, combination and 
arrangement of parts by which the said ob 
jects and certain other objects are attained, 
all as hereinafter fully described with refer ence to the accompanying drawings, and 
more particularly pointed out in the claims. 
In said drawings: Figure 1 illustrates in 

plan view a single strip of textile fabric pro 
cs 
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vided with means from which to construct 
a kimono in which my invention finds its 
embodiment. Fig. 2 is about a three-quarter 
back view of the kimono in its operative 
position upon the wearer. Fig. 3 is a similar 
front view of the same. Fig. 4 is a central 
longitudinal section of the blankin its folded position. Fig. 5 is a transverse section of 
the same showing the bows and their location 
for connecting the outer side edges of the 
folded fabric. Fig.6 is a plan view of an 
uncut strip of fabric showing the adapta 
bility of my invention for simultaneously 
picoting the bottom edges, and the opposing 
edges of the front opening with a single line 
of stitching for each of two kimonos, and 
Fig. 7 is an enlarged detail diagrammatic 
view showing hemstitching and also the 
picoting of the opposing edges of the fabric. 
on splitting the hemstitching as hereinafter 
described. - 

Similar characters of reference indicate 
the same parts in the several figures of the 
drawings. 
In Fig. 1 is illustrated a rectangular strip 

of soft thin material preferably crépe de 
chine as it is cut from the bolt, which in the 
construction of a kimono is folded upon the 
dotted line 6 for forming the back 7 and the 
E. 8, the front being divided upon the 

le St. - 

The back part 7 for a little more than half 
the length beginning at its end is provided 
with pairs of slits at intervals of each other adjacent the longitudinal edges of the back 
for forming horizontal loops 10, similar 
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loops 11 being likewise formed in the front 
part-8, and so that on folding the fabric the 
slits forming the several loops will register 
with each other for the passage, of short 
pieces of ribbon, which after being passed 
through the slits in such a manner as to 
conceal the loops, are then tied at their ends 
in the form of bows, and preferably as 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. . . . ... ' 
The back piece of the strip of cloth is provided adjacent its opposite edges with a 

30. 

pair of slits forming vertical loops 13-13, 
as is also the front 8 to provide. vertical 
loops 14-14, the slits for which vertically 
arranged loops 13 and 14 are respectively lo 
cated about the same distance from and on 
each side of the folding line 6, and whereby 
the vertical loops at opposite sides of the line 
6 are adapted to register with each other for 
the passage therethrough of a belt or ribbon 
sash 15 at the waist line of the wearer and 
through similarly formed vertically ar 
ranged loops 16-16, the location of which 
loops 16-16 is such that they are in a plane 

- substantially 
. in Fig. 2. 

above the waist line as shown 
The front portion 8 in the finished kimono, 

is also divided on the line.17 extending at a 
right angle to and crossing the line 9 for 

becoming manner without drawing 

1,21i,882 
forming the neck opening and providing 
from the four corner pieces 18thus produced 
a collar, the size of the neck opening depend 
ing upon the length of the line 17 and its dis 
tance from the folding line 6. 

For the construction of a collar the four 
corner pieces are - each provided at their 
points with slits adapted to register with 
each other and form loops 19-20 whereby 
the corner pieces may be secured to the fabric 
of the garment and ornamented with ribbons 
passing outwardly through the slits and 
knotted to form bows 21. In this connection 
it is to be observed that for securing to 
gether and ornamenting the longitudinal 
edges and sely age of the folded rectangular 
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piece of fabric in its operative position for . 
a kimono, the several pieces of ribbon at 
intervals, thereof have their ends passed 
through the slits in the back part and thence 
through the registering slits in the front 
R" of the garment, and tied in a bow knot, 
ut in practice the ribbons are first given a 

turn once around the loops in the back part 
of the garment, and as may be also around 
the loop in the front of the garment, to 
prevent their accidental detachment and re 
lieve the bows of any strains otherwise tend 
ing to draw them too tight, or from coming 
apart. . 
For attaching the sash or belt 15 and locat 

ing it in its operative position upon the gar 
ment, it is preferably passed loosely through 
the loop 16 at the back of the garment, and 
once around the loops 13 in the front piece 
of the garment, the ends of the sash being 
tied at the front of the wearer, as shown in 
the drawings, to form an ornamental bow 
knot 22, terminating in loose ends forming 
streamers 23 not only for ornamental pur 
poses, but for confining the kimono to the 
waist of the wearer. 
The turn of the belt ribbon or sash once 

clear around and out again through the 
under-arm slots not only prevents the belt 
from becoming unfastened from the gar 
ment, accidentally mislaid, and perhaps lost, 
but provides a means by which a belt serves 
for retaining the back of the garment to the 
proper fullness, and so that whether the belt 
is tied or untied in front, it operates to draw 
and shape the garment in a modish and 

on the 

sleeves, a result heretofore attained only when the sleeves of a kimono are formed of 

ment. 
With the loops 16 located with reference 

to the waist line of the wearer of the ki 
mono and the slits, 13 and 14, it will be 
seen that the force from tightening the sash 
or belt 15 as may be, not only operates to 
draw the garment to the form of the back 
of the wearer, and in such a manner as to 
produce a draping of the fold in the mate 
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rial along the shoulder line, but to the form 
of a kimono sleeve 24 projecting outwardly 
over the arm of the wearer to a point well 
toward the elbow, both when the arm is 
raised, as in Fig. 2, and when lowered as shown in Fig. 3. 
It is also here to be noted that by locat ing the loops in the opposite sides of the 

garment inwardly some distance away from 
the edges, to form the base of the sleeve 
(as shown in the drawing) the arms of 
the Wearer may be freely lifted, and which 
they would not be were the slots located next the opposing selvage edges. 
The use of loops formed by parallel slits 

or openings adapted for the passage there 
through of pieces of ribbon for securing to gether the opposing Selvages of the gar 
ment, shaping it, etc., provides for secur 
ing an important result attributable to my 
invention, namely that of utilizing hem 
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the themstitching, that is to say 

stitching as a means not only for forming 
every slit in the material of the garment and protecting their edges against raveling, 
but for picoting such edges and accordingly 
giving them a finished and ornamental ap 
pearance, and which is particularly both im 
portant and desirable when the material of 
the garment is made of thin and very 
flimsy material, and such as is employed 
more commonly than any other material 
for the construction of kimonos. In other 
Words when constructing a kimono in which 
my invention finds embodiment, the single 
strip of material from which it is formed 
is first hemstitched along the lines for the 
slits... forming the ribbon loops, and also 
along the lines 9 and 17 for the front and 
neck opening, as diagrammatically illus 
trated at 25 in Fig. 7, followed by splitting 

the con necting or bridging threads 26thereof as 
indicated in the same figure, and thereby picoting the edges of said several slits. 45 

50 

It will now be observed that my inven tion provides for the use of a single strip 
of fabric, the longitudinal edges of which 
are provided with a Selvage requiring no 
finishing, that all slits therein may be pro 
duced by first hemstitching and then picot 
ing and accordingly ornamented, and that 
a single line of hemstitching for the front 

finished in the same manner. 

and neck openings when split serves to 
picot the opposing edges thereof, and that 
the cut ends of the fabric may be similarly prevented from raveling and ornamentally 

Furthermore as illustrated in Fig. 6, my invention pro 
vides a means for completing the hemstitch ing as and for the 
throughout a single bolt of cloth of suffi 

65 single line of hemstitching transversely 

cient length for several and a large num 
ber of kimonos before severing the cloth 
into their several lengths, and whereby a 

purposes described. 

3 
therethrough, when split, serves as a means 
for picoting at one operation the adjacent ends of two garments. 
My invention also makes it practical and 

possible to finish the hemstitching before 
severing into lengths, a number of gar 
ments, the numbers of which are limited 
only by the length of the cloth in the bolt, 
and thereby correspondingly reducing the 
cost of the construction of kimonos, the ma 
terial of which on being severed from the 
bolt requires only the splitting of the hem 
stitching for protecting and picoting the 
otherwise raw edges thereof, ready for as 
sembling by means of pieces of ribbon as 
hereinafter described. In other words, it will now be apparent on referring to Fig. 
6 of the drawings, that a transverse single 
line of hemstitching 27 provides a means 
for picoting the bottom edge of both front 
enrd pieces 28, for which 29 is the back 
part; that the line of hemstitching 30 in 
dicates the dividing line upon which the 
fronts of two kimonos are to be divided 
and thereby picoted, and that the trans 90 versely hemstitched lines 31 and 32 toward 
the opposite end of the line of hemstitch 
ing 30 when split operates to picot the re 
maining edges of the collar for the neck 
opening of two kimonos. In short it is 
made possible and practical by my inven 
tion for a single operator of a sewing ma 
chine to provide an uncut bolt of cloth of 
unlimited length with hemstitching for 
forming the loops and picoting of all the 
cut edges therein desirable or necessary for 
the construction of seamless kimonos Sub 
sequently severed from said bolt, in num 
bers limited only by the length of the fab 
ric contained in such bolt, and whereby in 
the manufacturing of seamless kimonos for 
the market another and less skilled person may be employed for splitting the hem stitching, connecting the opposing loops 
with the ribbons, leaving in position for 
a third and artistic operator to form the 
decorative bows, and as a result of which 
the cost and time required for the con 
struction of seamless kimonos are accord 
ingly reduced, and this especially when the 
fabric of a kimono consists of crépe de 
chine, and similarly thin, flimsy materials. 
In conclusion it may be observed that 

my invention is not limited to the details 
of construction or material herein shown 
and described, for that my invention in 
cludes a kimono of any material, the back 
and front parts of which consist of a trans 
versely folded seamless strip of textile, fab 
ric provided with a number of opposing loops adapted for the passage therethrough 
of strips of any suitable fabric capable of 
detachably securing opposing surfaces of 
the fabric in the shape required for a kimono. 
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Having described my invention, what I 
claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent 
S. 

1. A kimono, the back and front parts of 
which consist of a transversely folded seam 
less strip of textile fabric, provided with a 
number of spaced loops opposing and in 
register with each other, and with strips 
passing through said loops, and thereby 
adapted for detachably connecting and se 
curing the meeting edges of said strip to 
gether and shape the garment to the wearer. 

2. Akimono, having a closed back and di vided front part, consisting of a transversely 
folded seamless strip of textile fabric pro 
vided with a number of spaced loops adja 
cent their opposing side edges formed in 
tegral with the fabric, and strips passing 
through said loops detachably connecting 

20 said back and front parts. 
3. A kimono, the back and front parts of 

which consist of a transversely folded seam 
less strip of textile fabric, provided adjacent 
the opposing side edges thereof from their 
bottom edge to about the hip line with a 
series of spaced loops extending at a right 
angle to said edges, a number of strips adapt 
ed to pass through and connect said loops, 
longitudinal loops located adjacent said 
edges in register with each other at the waist 
line, and one or more longitudinal loops lo 
cated about the center of the back in a 
plane substantially above the waist line, and 
a sash passing through said longitudinal 
loops, the tightening of which conforms the 
kimono to the figure of the wearer, and dis 
tends the folded edge to a form simulating 
sleeves. 

4. A kimono, the back and front parts of 
which consist of a transversely, folded seam 
less strip of textile fabric, provided with 
means for detachably connecting the longi 
tudinal side edges thereof, and with a cross 

of the wearer. 

1,211,883 
cut in the front part adjacent the back part 
forming corner pieces, adapted to be folded 
outwardly, and means for detachably secur 
ing said folded corner pieces to the front 
part and to the form of a collar for the neck 

5. A kimono, provided with a closed back 
and divided front parts, consisting of a 
transversely folded seamless strip of textile 
fabric having a number of spaced loops ad 
jacent the side edges thereof, and at the mid 
dle of the back part above the waist line of 
the wearer, provided with corner pieces at 
the neck portion by a cross cut at a right an 
gle to and through the meeting edges of the 
front portion, said front portions and corner 
pieces being respectively provided with 
tongues adapted to register with each other, 
and means passing through said several slits 
adapted to connect together the back and 
front parts, the corner pieces in a folded 
condition to the front part and to adjust the 
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kimono to and conform it to the bust of the 
Weare. 

6. A kimono, the back and front parts of 
which consist of a single transversely folded 
seamless strip of textile fabric constructed 
with a front opening and a number of slits 
forming loops constructed from hemstitch 

70 

ing the fabric along the lines of their respec 
tive locations, and thereafter splitting the 
hemstitch whereby said edges are picoted, 75 
and the loops are adapted for the passage of 
strips of ribbon assembling and shaping the 
garment. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set 

my hand and affixed my seal, this 12th day 
of April, A. D. 1916. 

VIRGINIA MARIE ELLIOTT. L. s. 
Witnesses: 

MILDRED ELSNER, . 
JNo. G. ELLIOTT. 
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